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this is a review on vudu. i have to say that i haven't actually seen this movie, but as it was on vudu i thought i'd give it a try. i was pleasantly surprised by the actual movie. i was expecting a lot more noise than
i got. i didn't hear any of the actors, just the music and dialogue. there was more of the latter than the former. audiences were surprisingly forgiving of the blatant pc pandering. its hardly a surprise to learn that
annette lu, who was elected president of the island in 2008, is a member of the communist party. what is a surprise is that the film was banned in taiwan and mainland china, where the movie was released on

the same day as its us premiere. its the first time chan has managed to tread that close to the line between unopposed chinese propaganda and cross-over success. its no surprise that hes been voted the
international movie martyrs champion for the year. theres a good deal more than meets the eye with new police story and its good to see jackie chan return to action, even if its a lame conclusion to a great

character arc. its a movie that has a lot of heart, but its a movie that will never quite be accepted by the masses. its not the police story we know and love. the plot is largely a sub-plot, with the main plot being
an investigation by the police into a mysterious case that has already been resolved. its a plot that has been used by so many other films that its often hard to remember what the main plot actually is. those

who watched the original police story trilogy will be aware that there are some startlingly similar scenes. the police car chase with jackie chan and his partners is obviously a similar sequence, but the climactic
boatfight between jackie and the criminals also bears similarity.
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at its best, police story is what every action movie should be: a pure sensory experience. the action, the music, the
stunts and the editing, all working together to break down and then rebuild you, like a high-octane thrill ride. the

main problem with the films is that it can be a little one-note. to avoid this, a few more female roles would have been
great. if we were still in the 90s, it would have been great to have seen the likes of michelle yeoh, gong li and maggie
cheung in a more prominent role. but the 90s werent the 90s and some of the castmembers ive already mentioned

werent young enough to play their younger counterparts. it would have been nice to have seen a more dressed to kill-
inspired spin on the action. it was only a matter of time before chan set out to make an action movie for the new

millennium, and it seems the man who got away has finally found his place in the 21st century action movie scene.
police story marked the beginning of a second act for the franchise that would see chan recapture his thrill-seeking
ways and push the boundaries of action cinema. and a decade later, the man himself has finally found his place in

action cinema… i just hope that chan will be equally as good at acting in action movies. the man can slap on the right
facial expressions and has charisma in spades but i’ve seen him look a little stiff and out of touch in a couple of

movies. so, as its almost unthinkable that the series could be over, here we are with police story 4. a decent movie
that, for the most part, sticks to the formula and the lessons that it has learned. even so, it is still a complete and

utter blast. i'm not sure if police story will ever get a real shot in the arm. you can see why there was a question of
whether it had run its course but, from the start, police story 4 has built up a momentum that i can only hope can

continue. 5ec8ef588b
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